Resource Guide: “Trial Practice Tips from Nevada’s Experienced Criminal Practice Lawyers and Judges”

*Background Materials*


Scott Coffee, Esq., “How Getting Ready to Present a Mitigation Case Brings Unique Challenges to the Defense Investigation of Death Penalty Cases,” 18 NEV. LAWYER 22 (June 2010).

**Jury Selection**


**Opening Statements**


**Lay and Expert Witnesses**


Direct and Cross Examination


Stanley L. Brodski, Coping With Cross Examination and Other Pathways to Effective Testimony. (American Psychological Association 2004). Library Call No.: KF8961 .B758 2004 (Treatise Collection)

Closing Arguments
Steven Lubet, Modern Trial Advocacy. (National Institute for Trial Advocacy 2010). Library Call No.: KF8915 .L82 2010 (Reserve and Treatise Collections)


Ethical Considerations for the Criminal Practice Lawyer

